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How important are insurers for asset 
markets? 

Assets under management, USD trillion

Source: McKinsey Global Institute, The new power brokers, 2009

Assets under management, USD trillio

Insurers’ world-wide 
investments totaled 
USD 16.2 trillion 

Insurers and pension 
funds together 
account for 57% of 
institutional investors’ 
AuM

The real economy needs the financing from insurers and pension funds
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Insurance assets have grown faster than 
the general economy
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Risk profile of insurers is more diversified 
than of banks

Source: Geneva Association Systemic Risk Report 2010 based on 2006 ECAP Survey, – IFRI CRO Summary, prepared by Oliver Wyman – Companies’ Annual Reports

Financial risks Insurance risks Other risks

Breakdown of economic capital for European banks and insurers
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Reinsurers  needs  to offer greater expertise  than its  proportional AuM
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Source: Swiss Re, Economic Research & Consulting

Low level 
of short-
term debt

Insurance is 
pre-funded
by premiumsAssets

matched to
liabilities,
often held to 
maturity

Reinsurance industry*, 9 months 2009

Reinsurers’ balance sheet:
built-in resilience to shocks

Payment is
triggered by
real event

No systematic liquidity risk in reinsurers’ balance sheet
Matching between assets and liabilities as key issue
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Source:  J. David Cummins, “The Bermuda Insurance Market: An Economic Analysis”, 6 May 2008.

Regional distribution of 2005 hurricane payments: Wilma, Rita and Katrina
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International 
(re)insurers made 
more than 60% of 
Wilma, Rita and 
Katrina total loss 
payments of USD 
59 bn

Open markets for reinsurance are a pre-requisite to efficiently absorb large risks

Same benefits of global diversification 
apply to coverage of hurricanes 
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� Expertise :  Provides  insurance industry insight into global investment 
trends

– Reinsurers  have global portfolios  therefore  they provide local clients  ins ights  on 
broader market ALM trends, i.e . managing inflation

� Developing Markets: Investment in emerging markets  / sectors

– Reinsurance provides  both risk bearing capacity and investment funds to 
develop the  insurance industry in emerging markets

� Long-term View: Reinsurance model allows for greater capital e fficiency, 
providing incentives for long-term investing

– Ability to take the  long-term view for parts  of portfolio, i.e . sustainability 
portfolio

D | 11

Investment Value Added of the Reinsurer
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� All our investment activities  are  governed by Swiss  Re ' s  global Corporate  
Responsibility Framework

� Swiss  Re is  a s ignatory of UN's  Principle  Responsible  Investments , where  
achievements  in Social Responsible  Investments are  reported annually

– Also a platform for Institutional Investors  to share  best practice  on the  subject

� Developing an energy efficient real estate  portfolio

– Creates  benchmark for other investors  and businesses

� Dedicated Sustainable Investment portfolio: ~ USD 400m
– Provides ability to test market and deepen industry experience in this sector

� Operational investments to provide new products and services
– Parametric insurance for climate risks

– Training programs to develop insurance expertise in emerging markets

D | 12

Swiss Re's Sustainable Investments Approach
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Asset Management Allocations

Asset allocations of nonlife and life insurers

Source: Swiss Re Economic Research & Consulting *US, Japan, UK, France, Germany

Overly conservative investment rules would mean lower returns for 
policyholders and less capital for the real economy

Based on five largest insurance markets*
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� Third party sustainable  mandates: Sustainable  investments  is  a  broad 
terminology 

– How do you effectively implement sustainability considerations  in your 
investment process? 

� New local re insurance regulations  limiting fungibility of capital

– Regulations  prohibiting the  normal course  of re insurance business  could lead to 
ring-fencing of capital, reduced market capacity and higher insurance prices

� Regulations  around use  of derivatives

– Critical tools  to help insurance companies  hedge non-insurance risk leading to 
better ALM and therefore  s tronger balance sheets

15

Key Asset Management Regulatory Issues 

Thank you
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Legal notice

©©2011 Swiss Re. All rights reserved. You are not permitted to create any 
modifications or derivatives of this presentation or to use it for commercial 
or other public purposes without the prior written permission of Swiss Re.

Although all the information used was taken from reliable sources, Swiss Re 
does not accept any responsibility for the accuracy or comprehensiveness of 
the details given. All liability for the accuracy and completeness thereof or 
for any damage resulting from the use of the information contained in this 
presentation is expressly excluded. Under no circumstances shall Swiss Re 
or its Group companies be liable for any financial and/ or consequential loss 
relating to this presentation.
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